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Murdock
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james.k.murdock@gmail.com

604-789-4140
linkedin.com/in/james-k-murdock

github.com/murdocktopus

PROFILE

Inspired by witnessing
technological advancements that
have afforded people many
opportunities and advantages, I
decided to pursue a career in
Web Development. As someone
who is process-oriented,
diplomatic, and loves solving
problems, I am driven to find
ways to use technology to make
things more efficient. My goal is
to use my skills in Web
Development and Design to
contribute to technologies that
help improve people’s lives in a
sustainable way.

SKILLS
HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Node,

React, Express, MySQL, Agile

Development, Document Object
Model (DOM) APIs, Web APIs, User

Authentication, OAuth, Heroku,
GitHub, Jest, Python, Microsoft
Office Suite, Communication,

Photoshop, Illustrator, Logic Pro X,
Premiere Pro, Final Cut Pro, SEO.

EDUCATION

Brainstation

Full Stack Web Dev Diploma

Langara College

Associates Degree in Marketing

E X P E R I E N C E

Documents Administrator  |  Canaccord Genuity Corp.

APR  2021 - JAN 2022,  VANCOUVER, BC

● I developed and continuously upgraded a document-tracking
advanced Excel spreadsheet that improved our team’s abilities to
process documents while tracking our progress & workload.

● I listened to my team to find ways to solve several process problems
by offering advanced spreadsheets that improve our accountability
and efficiency in processing bank documents.

Graphic Designer  |  Geographic Design

SEP  2016 - APR 2021,  VANCOUVER, BC

● I remotely worked in a team to design several location-based graphics
packages that aided in the sales process of Hollywood properties.

Operations  | Global Container Terminals

JAN  2019 - APR 2020,  VANCOUVER, BC

● I  managed many team planning files to prepare for & direct the
operations for imports and exports of over 500 international
containerships. This required high attention to detail and complex
problem solving skills to ensure a safe and efficient operation.

● I established relationships and maximized customer service delivery
to all internal and external clients; problem-solved using
interpersonal skills, tact, and diplomacy to resolve any client issues.

Cabinet Maker Team Lead  | Lush Cosmetics

APR  2017 - JAN 2019,  VANCOUVER, BC

● I managed the assembly, organization, and shipping of furniture for all
231 Lush retail locations across North America, overseeing  quality
control and working under tight deadlines for new store openings.

● I found an oversight that saved the company around $10,000 and
then pitched and implemented a new blueprint organization
technique that increased individual and team accountability.

P R O J  E C T S

Co-Developer  | Pokemon Hackathon Project

FEB  2022 - BrainStation Hackathon

● Demonstrated strong teamwork capabilities by collaborating in a
cross-disciplinary team of 3, as well as the ability to use planning, time

management, and prioritization to complete a project from ideation to output

within 24-hours.

● Created a Pokemon battle app that uses logic and formulas to compare

Pokemon against each other, determine a winner and an appropriate

interactive result, by using Javascript, Axios, and web API’s, which resulted in

excellent feedback.

http://linkedin.com/in/james-k-murdock
http://github.com/murdocktopus
https://github.com/JoaoDanielRamos/mini-hackaton/tree/last-branch



